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TCHAIKOVSKY: Suite from The Sleeping Beauty Ballet, Op. 66
The Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, Conductor
Side I
Introduction
Pas de six (from the Prologue)
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March (from Act III)
Pas de quatre (from Act III)
Pas de caractere (from Act III)
Pas de quatre (from Act III)
‘Pas de deux (from Act III)
Apotheosis (from Act III)

Waltz (from Act I)
Pas d'action (from Act I), beginning

Side 2
Pas d'action (from Act I), conclusion
Panorama (from Act II, scene 1)

PRODUCED

When the Director of the Imperial Theaters at St. Petersburg, Alexander Vsevolozhsky, suggested to Tchaikovsky the
idea for a Sleeping Beauty ballet, the composer was charmed.
His previous ballet, Swan

Lake, had been based on a rather

lugubrious Rhenish legend; it would be a delightful change of
pace to create a dance score around the fairy tale figures of
Charles Perrault (1628-1703), the remarkable Frenchman who
made classics of Bluebeard, Sleeping Beauty, Puss-in-Boots,
Little Red Ridinghood, and Hop-o’-My-Thumb.
Tchaikovsky worked with his usual swiftness,

sketching

out the first four scenes between November and January,
1888-89. The rest of the lengthy work was completed and the
whole orchestrated by the end of the summerof 1889. On
August 6th he wrote to his patroness, Nadejda von Meck, that

one

friend, it will be one of my best works. The subject is so
poetical, so grateful for musical setting, that I have worked at
it with all that enthusiasm and good will upon which the
value of a composition so much depends. The instrumentation
gives me far more trouble than it used to do; consequently the
work goes slowly, but perhaps all the better.” Tchaikovsky’s
concept of “slowness” was distinctly a nineteenth century
concept; in that leisurely period paradoxically enough composers turned out works three times as fast as they do in our
rushed and harried age.
The Sleeping Beauty's so-called dress rehearsal (actually a .
gala event, with the Tsar and his Court present) took place in
St. Petersburg, January 3, 1890. Incredible though it now

Candite revolves languidly sur les pointes (Allegro moderato).
Coulante or the Flour Fairy bounds across the stage to a rapid
Allegro. The Breadcrumb Fairy is accompanied by pizzicato
strings (Allegro moderato). The dance of the Singing Canary
can be easily recognized by the trilling orchestra and the
tinkle of the triangle (Moderato). Next comes the Fairy

seems, the work was received with little enthusiasm and only

gradually gained the popularity it now enjoys. The choreographer was the great Marius Petipa; the costumes were designed by Alexander Vsevolozhsky and the sets by Andreyev
and Bocharov (the ballet was originally set in a period roughly
contemporaneous with Perrault). Anna Pavlova danced in a
full-length performance of The Sleeping Beauty at the New
York Hippodrome in 1917, but the most famous production
was that of Serge Diaghilev at the Alhambra Theater, London,
November .2, 1921. Petipa’s choreography was supplemented
by that of Bronislava Nijinska, and Igor Stravinsky supplied
orchestrations for two numbers. On opening night the wicked
fairy was danced by Carlotta Brianza, who had been the first
Princess Aurora some thirty years earlier. The Leon Bakst
settings and costumes turned the original age of Louis XIV
into the more sumptuous age of Louis XV. From this seminal
production a number of memorable revivals have sprung. An
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scene of this act, Prince Charming

First,

finger she shall not die, but fall into a deep sleep, from which
one day a King’s son shall awaken her with a kiss.”
Act I: sixteen years have passed. Aurora has grown into a
beautiful and marriageable princess and festivities are being
held to honor four young princes who have come as rivals for
her hand. To the strains of a well-known Waltz (Allegro—
Tempo di Valse), the villagers perform a Garland Dance. The
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EUGENE ORMANDY
Since 1936, Eugene Ormandy has guided The Philadelphia Orchestra, a demanding but affectionate task-

Princess enters and, to the beautiful music of the Rose Adagio,

DOMAIN)

Aurora

Sleeping Beauty to a stirring conclusion.

master. Out of this 25-year collaboration has grown a
sumptuous instrument with a sound uniquely opulent.
The special art of Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphians creates fresh legend with every concert,
each Columbia record.

(Adagio maestoso; molto sostenuto; quasi piu andante)
dances before her four swains, receiving the gift of a rose
from each of them. Now her four maids of honor, supported
by the Princes, break into a lively dance (Allegro moderato),
to be followed by a solo variation for Aurora (Allegro
moderato; meno mosso, quasi andantino; tempo I). In the
midst of this gaiety the evil Carabosse enters and causes
(PUBLIC

awakens

kiss, as had been predicted a hundred and sixteen years before.
‘Act III is given over to the brilliant festivities that take
place at the wedding of the prince and princess. A triumphant
March (Allegro non troppo) sets the mood. Four fairies begin
the divertissements with a Pas de quatre, from which we hear
the Intrada (Allegro non tanto), the Silver Fairy’s Variation
(Polacca), the Diamond Fairy’s Variation (Vivace) and the
Coda. Next Puss-in-Boots pursues the seductive White Cat to
the accompaniment of a charming Andante. Now comes another Pas de quatre, the first Variation being for Cinderella
and Prince Fortune (Allegro—Tempo di valse) and the second
for Princess Florisse and the Blue Bird (Andantino). Finally
Princess Aurora and Prince Charming come forward to dance
their Grand Pas de deux, musically one of the finest moments
in the ballet (from this we hear the four brief measures of
introduction.and the “Adage”—Andante non troppo). A
grandiose Apotheosis (Andante molto maestoso) brings The

curse, is able at least to soften it: “When Aurora pricks her
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ous sadness. When the others have left to pursue their sport
and he is musing alone, the Lilac Fairy appears and tells him
the story of the sleeping princess. She offers to take him to
Aurora and he eagerly assents. They step into a fairy boat
which glides slowly down the stream, past a continuously
changing landscape (Panorama, Andantino). In the second

mingbird (Allegro molto vivace). The final variation is given
to the most important of the fairy guests, the Lilac Fairy, a
beautiful section marked Tempo di Valse. In the remainder of
the Prologue the evil fairy Carabosse, who had not been invited to the christening, appears and places a curse upon the
child: one day she will prick her finger and die. The Lilac Fairy,
though she does not have the power to cancel Carabosse’s
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number, Prince Charming, is filled with ennui and a mysteri-

Violente’s dance, resembling the hovering swiftness of a hum-
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Aurora to prick her finger on a spindle and fall into a deep
swoon. Carabosse vanishes and the court laments as the
sleeping princess is borne up the staircase to the royal apartments. Then the Lilac Fairy waves her wand and the King,
Queen and courtiers sink to the ground in profound slumber.
Act II: a hundred years later. In a rocky gorge a hunting
party stops to rest and amuse themselves. But one of their

especially notable one was given in 1939 by London’s Sadler’s
Wells Ballet with a cast headed by Margot Fonteyn (Princess
Aurora) and Robert Helpmann (Prince Charming). Dame
Margot, England’s prima ballerina assoluta, has also danced
in The Sleeping Beauty on tour in the United States, and in
1955 her Princess Aurora was seen by some 30 million American televiewers.
The curtain rises on the palace of King Florestan XXIV
(Introduction, Allegro). On a raised dais, watched over by
two nurses, the infant daughter of the king lies in a golden
cradle. Today the child is to be christened and the palace is
soon thronging with guests. Chief among them are six fairies,
each of whom comes forward in her turn to offer a special gift
to the little princess (Pas de Six: Intrada, Adagio). Then each

the ballet would be soon published, adding, “I think, dear
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Pas d'action (From Act |) (Conclusion)
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